Abstract. The problem of decomposition of a projective collineation into special harmonic homologies i.e. homologies with the fixed center and homologies with fundamental hyperspaces containing the fixed points, is considered. We prove that for every harmonic homology of the π-dimensional projective space there exists j < 3 such that the harmonic homology is a product of j harmonic homologies from the given class.
Introduction
The problem of decomposition of a projective collineation into any special collineations was considered in many papers, for instance Cater [1] , Ellers [2] , Witczynski [4] , [6] , and many others.
In this paper we deal with the n-dimensional projective space P n (F), where F = R or F = C, and we present the decomposition of a projective collineation / into harmonic homologies satisfying some conditions presented below.
Let si and 03,..., a n be fixed projectively independent points belonging to P n (F). Let Φ (η) be the class of harmonic homologies of the space P n (F) with the centre in the point si. Let Ψ (π) be the class of harmonic homologies of the space P n (F) with fundamental hyperspaces including points a.2,03,..., a n . Let θ(π) = Φ (η) U Ψ(η).
We introduce some auxiliary notation. 
is a composition of j transformations from the class θ (π).

Proof. Assume that fa,H & θ(η)
. Let α be a point such that α 6 Z(si,o), ö φ si and ä φ a. Let Η be a hyperplane such that .£(02,03,... ,an) C Η and hä fj(si) = a. Let αη+ι Ε Η be a point such that points 02,03,... ,on, ön+i are projectively independent and Η = ^(02,03,... ,a",än+i). Then
for some points 03,04,...,ön such that 03,ö4,..., ön, ön+i are projectively independent. Let /a,//(ä) = α'. The homology h& β is defined as follows
Let us define a harmonic homology gSl,Hi as follows 
. ,an) and s 1 € H, there exists j < 2 such that fa<H is a composition of j transformations from the class Θ(η).
Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming that α = θ2· Let αη+ι € Η be a point such that the points 02,03,..., an, än+i are projectively independent. Let Η -Z(a2,03,..., an, si) and = Ζ(θ2,03,...,on, än+i). Then 
where χ is a choosen point such that χ G Z(si,ä"+i) and χ φ si and χ φ άη+ι and ^"./^(x) = x'. We have there exists j < 3 such that the harmonic homology is a composition of j homologies belonging to the class θ(η). The theorem below shows that the number three cannot be diminished in the case of the space P 2 
(F).
First we will show two lemmas about matrices of harmonic homologies with a fixed point. where c φ 0. An easy computation shows that only matrices Gi, G2, G3, G4 from those mentioned in Lemma 1 have these properties.
LEMMA 1. Let si = (0,0,1). Then a harmonic homology h of P 2 (F) such that h(si) = si, has in some coordinate system one of the matrices
•
Theorem 4. There exsists a harmonic homology fa,H £ θ(2) of the space P 2 (F), which is not a composition of two harmonic homologies belonging to the class θ(2).
Proof. Consider three cases.
I. Consider two transformations <7si,Hi and g3l<H2 belonging to the class Φ(2). Let fa,η be a harmonic homology such that α φ s\ and si ^ H. Then fa Η Φ GSI HI • 9SI H2 independently on a choice of fundamental lines HuH2CP 2 (F). Let us recall some theorems on generating of the group of projective collineations by harmonic homologies. THEOREM 5 (Witczynski [4] ). For every projective collineation in P 2 (F) there exists j < 3 such that this projective collineation is a composition of j harmonic homologies.
II. Consider two transformations
• THEOREM 6 (Witczynski [5] ). For every projective collineation in P 3 (C) there exists j < 4 such that this projective collineation is a composition of j harmonic homologies.
• HGi = GjH = Ι, i = 2,3,4.
exist hi,h 2 € θ(2) such that / 0i # = hih 2 .
